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Abstract
Motion games are games which require physical exertion to play. They have grown in
popularity over the last decades and there have been major technological advancements in
the field. At the same time, indoor activity parks, such as trampoline parks, are becoming
increasingly popular globally. This has created a demand for games designed for a specific
setting: activity park users playing together on an actual sports game platform.
This thesis presents a real-sports, co-operative motion game called Shadowlings. The
game is played on a climbing wall, using projected graphics and camera-based player
tracking. Shadowlings was made on the ValoClimb platform, which had 6 previous
games. Through analysis of existing games and literature on motion game design, a set of
guidelines was created to direct the design of Shadowlings. In addition to guidelines, a
smaller set of goals was set to address a need for a cooperative game for young players
played in an activity park setting.
Shadowlings is based on a novel interaction, where players’ real-life shadows are used
to move game characters on the climbing wall. By moving on and in front of the climbing
wall, players are tasked to move cuddly shadow creatures from their starting points to
a portal. This requires players to climb and work together to overcome obstacles in the
levels of the game.
The game was released in December 2019, and gameplay data was gathered globally for
one week in January 2020. The data was collected from 187 different locations and includes
436 hours of play time. The data was then used to assess how successful Shadowlings was
at meeting the guidelines and goals set at the beginning of the project.
Based on the data available, the design of Shadowlings was successful. It fulfilled the
expectations set at the beginning of the project and became the second most popular game
on the ValoClimb system. While there’s room for improvement in introducing the shadow
interaction as well as optimizing the gameplay time, the game ultimately filled the niche
that it was designed for.
After designing and analysing Shadowlings based on the initial guidelines, a new set of
guidelines was created and is presented in this thesis. While the refined guidelines are
intended for the context of climbing games and an activity park setting, they can also be a
useful tool for the design of other types of motion games.

Keywords motion games, exergames, game design, active video games, climbing games
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Tiivistelmä
Liikuntapelit ovat pelejä, joita pelatessa pelaajien täytyy liikkua. Niiden suosio on kasvanut viime vuosikymmenien aikana ja alalla on tapahtunut merkittäviä teknologisia
edistysaskeleita. Samaan aikaan sisäaktiviteettipuistojen, kuten trampoliinipuistojen,
suosio kasvaa maailmanlaajuisesti. Siten on syntynyt tarve peleille, joita aktiviteettipuistojen kävijät voivat pelata yhteistyössä urheilupelialustoilla.
Tämä opinnäytetyö esittelee urheilullisen, yhteistyötä vaativan liikuntapelin nimeltä
Shadowlings. Peliä pelataan kiipeilyseinällä projisoituja grafiikoita ja kamerapohjaista
pelaajantunnistusta käyttäen. Shadowlings tehtiin ValoClimb-alustalle, jolle oli jo kuusi
aiempaa peliä. Näiden pelien, sekä liikuntapelien suunnittelusta kertovan kirjallisuuden
pohjalta kehitettiin kokoelma ohjeita, jotka ohjasivat Shadowlingsin suunnittelua. Tämän
lisäksi koostettiin pienempi kokoelma tavoitteita, joiden myötä peli vastaisi tarpeeseen
nuorille pelaajille tarkoitetusta, aktiviteettipuistoissa pelattavasta yhteistyöpelistä.
Shadowlings perustuu uudenlaiseen interaktioon, jossa pelaajien varjoja käytetään pelihahmojen liikuttelemiseen kiipeilyseinällä. Liikkumalla seinällä ja sen edessä, pelaajien
tavoitteena on kuljettaa pörröiset varjo-olennot lähtöpisteistä portaaliin. Pelikenttien
esteiden ylittäminen vaatii pelaajilta kiipeämistä ja yhteistyötä.
Peli julkaistiin joulukuussa 2019 ja pelaamisesta kerättiin aineistoa viikon ajan tammikuussa 2020 ja se sisältää 436 tuntia aktiivista pelaamista 187 eri sijainnista ympäri
maailman. Aineistoa käytettiin arvioimaan, kuinka hyvin Shadowlings toteutti projektin
alussa asetetetut ohjeet ja tavoitteet. Arvioinnin perusteella Shadowlingsin suunnittelu oli
onnistunut. Peli täytti projektin alussa asetetut tavoitteet ja siitä tuli ValoClimb-alustan
toiseksi suosituin peli. Vaikka varjointeraktion esittelyssä ja peliajan optimoinnissa on
kehitettävää, peli sopii siihen käyttötarkoitukseen, johon se on suunniteltu.
Tässä opinnäytetyössä esitellään myös kokoelma liikuntapelien suunnitteluun tarkoitettuja ohjeita. Ohjeet on päivitetty sen jälkeen, kun Shadowlings suunniteltiin ja arvioitiin
alkuperäisten ohjeiden perusteella. Uusi ohjekokoelma on tehty kiipeilypelien ja aktiviteettipuistojen kontekstissa, mutta sitä voi soveltaa myös toisenlaisten liikuntapelien
suunnitteluun.

Avainsanat liikuntapelit, pelisuunnittelu, kiipeilypelit
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1. Introduction

Motion games (also known as exergames, active video games or movementbased games) are games which require physical exertion to play. Motion
games have grown in popularity over the last decades and there have
been major technological advancements in the field. The games are no
longer limited to living rooms, but allow for wide ranges of movement and
a massive scale of play. One of the latest developments is merging actual
sports and interactive technology. At the same time, indoor activity parks,
such as trampoline parks, are growing in popularity globally. This has
created a demand for games designed for a specific setting: activity park
users playing together on an actual sports game platform.
This thesis describes Shadowlings, a climbing game developed for ValoClimb, an interactive game platform for climbing walls. The development
of Shadowlings started in Spring 2019 and the game was released on
9.12.2019, with the author of this thesis leading the project and being
responsible for the game design, initial level design and implementation of
a majority of the game systems.
The motivation for the project is creating an engaging physical activity,
especially for children. This is one step in the fight against the sedentary
lifestyle that is pervasive in the modern world and which disproportionately affects children [Must and Tybor, 2005, Lopez et al., 2006]. While
there is a multitude of motion games made for living room contexts, Shadowlings was created on the interactive climbing wall platform to further
encourage movement and exercise with the ultimate goal of players exercising a lot more vigorously than they were expecting.
More specifically, the following design goals were formulated for Shadowlings:

• Designed for cooperative multiplayer
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• Does not demand climbing expertise to play, but encourages climbing

• Easily approachable and understandable

• Short play time

The end result is a game where the players need to escort cuddly black
fur balls, called Shadowlings, into a portal while avoiding obstacles. When
all the creatures have reached the portal, the player (or players) win. The
game is based on a unique control scheme, where the player’s real-life
shadows are used to interact with the creatures. The challenge of the game
is moving on the climbing wall in a way that the players’ shadows escort
the creatures to their goal. A link to a trailer presenting the game can be
found in References. [Valo Motion, 2019]

Figure 1.1. Screenshot from the Shadowlings trailer. Two people move furry creatures
towards a portal while climbing on a climbing wall.

Beyond describing and analyzing the design of Shadowlings, the aim of
this thesis is to formulate and refine guidelines for creating sports-based
interactive games for younger audiences.
This thesis begins with an introduction to motion games and how they
have developed over the years, goes over the existing research on motion
game design. The next chapter presents the guidelines used for the development of Shadowlings and goes over the goals of the project, introduces
Shadowlings and gives an overview of the development process. Chapter 4
presents player data, which is used to evaluate Shadowlings in relation to
the guidelines and goals. The penultimate chapter presents revised guidelines for motion game design. The guidelines are specifically made for the
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context of climbing games, younger audiences and activity parks. Chapter
6 summarizes the most important findings and takes a look towards the
future with the Shadowlings project.

3

2. Background

This chapter begins with a short history of motion games to show how the
advancements in technology have changed the requirements and possibilities of motion game design. Then a brief review of motion game design
guidelines from academic literature is presented. Finally, to provide an
understanding of the target audience and unique platform of Shadowlings,
an overview of the ValoClimb system and its previous games is presented.

2.1

Brief history of motion games

This section focuses on more recent developments in the field of motion
games which have led to motion-tracked real sports games. For a more
far-reaching and thorough look into the history of motion games, the
reader can look into the background sections of [Finkelstein et al., 2011]
or [Sinclair et al., 2007].
Astrojumper: Motivating Exercise with an Immersive Virtual Reality
Exergame marked a new direction for motion games, it introduces a virtual
reality motion game utilising full body tracking, a pair of polarized glasses,
as well as projected graphics on three walls around the player. They found
that this type of system ensured that players exercise and predicted it
would be popular with children. They also offer a very shrewd piece of
advice: "The authors also suggest that future exergaming work look into
developing systems that allow for more holistic full-body movements, such
as jumping...". [Finkelstein et al., 2011]
An interesting development moved sports away from the living room. Instead of emulating sports with motion controls, real sports were augmented
with interactive technology [Kajastila and Hämäläinen, 2014, Holsti et al.,
2013]. In a 2015 article, Kajastila et al. present two augmented sports systems; a climbing wall and a trampoline. [Kajastila and Hämäläinen, 2015]
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Both of these systems were later developed into successful commercial
products, which are now known as ValoClimb and ValoJump, respectively.
There’s currently more than 700 systems found in more than 55 countries.
The game developed for this thesis has been created for the ValoClimb
platform and a more detailed explanation of the system can be found in
Section 2.4.
In recent years, augmented reality and virtual reality motion games have
had massive success stories. Pokémon GO was a worldwide phenomenon
and while it isn’t strictly a game made for exercise, its core gameplay
requires moving around in the world. And indeed, at least one study has
found that playing the game significantly increases the physical activity
of players [Althoff et al., 2016]. The most successful virtual reality game
is Beat Saber [Beat Games, 2018], a game where the player needs to
physically swing their arms to chop up boxes in time to the beat. It isn’t
strictly made for exercise either, but it is inherently a physical game. It
has sold over a million copies for the limited user base of virtual reality
headset owners. It is also played in virtual reality arcades. These games
go to show that motion games don’t only have niche appeal.
One of the most recent and most promising projects is the ExerCube
[Martin-Niedecken et al., 2019]. It is a fitness product intended for gyms
and uses motion tracking and projection to create games that motivate the
users to move. The player stands in front of a projected display with two
additional projected displays on both sides of the player which are padded
for direct interaction.

2.2

How to design motion games

In this quick review, a focus is put on motion game design guidelines and
other general suggestions for designing motion games. While there is
extensive literature on many aspects of the design of motion games, it is
focused on experiences played in living rooms, gyms or labs. Literature
regarding the design of sports-based motion games for commercial use is
scarce.
In an early paper on motion game design, Considerations for the design
of exergames [Sinclair et al., 2007], the authors present their findings
on developing a game for exercise and give some suggestions for future
designers. They underline keeping the player in flow and use the gameflow
model by Sweetser et al. [Sweetser and Wyeth, 2005]. The gameflow
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model focuses on aspects like concentration, challenge, player skill, control,
clear goals, feedback, immersion and social interaction. They also suggest
balancing the expected intensity of the exercise with the fitness of the
player.
Campbell et al. discuss the game design principles of fitness applications.
The authors’ main interest is in habit forming in fitness games to promote
health. They have a set of concrete suggestions that consider aspects,
like focusing on the core mechanic, having a good visual representation,
keeping the player active and in flow, allowing freedom of movement and
encouraging social play as well as making sure the game is fair. [Campbell
et al., 2008]
In Designing Sports: A Framework for Exertion Games, Mueller et al.
present four lenses for motion game design. The lenses are quite abstract
and do not offer concrete advice on how to make motion games. The four
views on the body of the player challenge the designer to think about
question like ’What happens inside the player’s body?’, ’What does the
player need to do?’, ’How do they move?’, ’What does the player perceive
with all their senses?’ and ’How do social interactions affect the exercise?’
[Mueller et al., 2011]
A well known paper on motion game design is Movement-Based Game
Guidelines by Mueller and Isbister. In this work, ten guidelines are
presented after a careful consideration and a thorough review from researchers and industry professionals. The guidelines focus on the player
and specifically the movement and physical responses of the player. They
are directed for games in specific settings, but they are made to be as
widely applicable as possible. The full list of the guidelines is as follows:
embrace ambiguity, celebrate movement articulation, consider movement’s
cognitive load, focus on the body, intend fatigue, exploit risk, map imaginatively, highlight rhythm, support self-expression and facilitate social
fun. [Mueller and Isbister, 2014]
Supporting the Creative Game Design Process with Exertion Cards,
presents a set of cards that consider different aspects of motion game
design. The aspects are named and described and a scale from left to right
is presented so that designers can think about how to use them. They cover
topics like types of feedback, movement mapping, variety, competition, risk,
synchronization, exhaustion and interpretation of player intent. [Mueller
et al., 2014]
In Utilizing Gravity in Movement-Based Games and Play, Hämäläinen
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et al. discuss different facets of designing around gravity. These facets can
be used as lenses on their own, but their descriptions include more direct
suggestions. These include manipulating gravity to your advantage, creating a meaningful challenge, promoting diverse movement and embracing
sociality. [Hämäläinen et al., 2015]
In Keepin’ It Real: Challenges when Designing Sports-Training Games.,
Jensen et al. consider how to make exercise effective in sports games. Their
concrete suggestions are to maintain relevance to exercise when making
games based on sports and choosing an appropriate level of sensing. They
conclude that sports can be gamified without losing training-relevance.
[Jensen et al., 2015]
In their paper on Exercube, Martin et al. present guidelines for exergame
design. They suggest creating distraction through holistic design, by
making sure that the exercise, control system and game design support
each other at every moment. The authors emphasize the importance of
great feedback, utilizing haptics and physical immersion for maximum
effect. They discuss the importance of adaptability both for beginners as
well as experts. The authors recognize the power of social connection and
warn about its possible negative sides of pressure and self-consciousness.
They propose making social systems opt-in to minimize the negative effects.
[Martin-Niedecken et al., 2019]
Lehtonen et al. present some guidance on motion game design on their
paper on movement empowerment in trampoline games. They have three
short lessons that can be summarized as: support autonomy, empower
player movement and do not be deterred by the challenges of exergame
design. [Lehtonen et al., 2019]
One paper could be found on the topic of children and motion games.
Höysniemi et al. studied motion game gesture design with a game where
children could fly a creature by flapping their hands in front of a web
camera. They found that the key requirements for this design were robustness, responsiveness, intuitiveness and physical appropriateness. They
lament the difficulty of designing intuitive interactions and how they require a significant amount of testing with the target demographic to get
right. [Höysniemi et al., 2005]
In her doctoral dissertation Design and evaluation of physically interactive games, Höysniemi presents a set of aspects to consider when designing
computer vision-based games for children. These are locomotor skills,
non-locomotor skills, manipulative skills, movement awareness, spatial
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awareness, attention, focus and ability to map one’s movements. She
also presents findings from her work on action games. These include providing resting time in approximately four-minute intervals for younger
children, promoting social play and social learning, avoiding scary themes
and objects in the game worlds, considering spectators, designing in collaboration with players and gestures being physically appropriate and
pleasant for children. She also argues for intuitive game controls that
make players act through intuition, with minimal forethought, reasoning
or observation. [Höysniemi, 2006]
There was a distinct lack of papers directly applying pre-existing frameworks for design. The exception was Reflections on the design of exertion
games [Mueller et al., 2015], which used Movement-Based Guidelines and
Exertion cards. And while [Finkelstein et al., 2011] and [Sinclair et al.,
2007] didn’t use any motion game design guidelines, they both based their
design, respectively, on Sweetser’s gameflow model [Sweetser and Wyeth,
2005] and Csikszentmihalyi’s flow model [Csikszentmihalyi, 2013].
The prior work seems to agree on many aspects of motion game design. The clearest suggestions were for freedom of movement, social play,
maintaining flow and considering the physical limitations of the players.
Where the literature seems to differ is on whether to focus on the effectiveness of the exercise or the play experience of the player. This is
also remarked on by Martin-Niedecken et al. [Martin-Niedecken et al.,
2019]. The authors even argue that "Today’s spectrum of playful fitness
solutions features systems that are clearly game-first or fitness-first in
design; hardly any sufficiently incorporate both areas." The authors go
on to present their suggestions on how to bridge this gap and this thesis
pursues the same goal.

2.3

Activity parks

Activity parks are an important setting where motion games are played
and they are rapidly growing in popularity. While there’s limited research
on the subject of activity parks, one of the activity park chains, SuperPark,
published a non peer-reviewed report Physical Fun:Exercise, Social Relations and Learning in SuperPark [Liikanen and Pesola, 2018]. Based on
the report, it seems that the users in activity parks seem to play almost
exclusively in groups. The visitors were more likely to play with strangers
than alone, with 90% of the respondents playing with their friends. In the
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same report, the age of the visitors was surveyed, with 455 respondents
out of 575 being 14 years old or younger.
Compared to more typical motion game contexts of exhibitions, labs and
living rooms, activity parks provide unique opportunities and challenges for
the design of motion games. Like amusement parks, they are designed to
provide a massive variety of different activities with a quick user turnover.
With a young, social audience, short play time and a lot of immediate
competition from other attractions, the requirements and expectations of
motion games in an activity park context differ considerably from earlier
design research.

2.4

ValoClimb overview

ValoClimb is a system that turns a regular climbing wall into an augmented
climbing wall. In terms of hardware, it includes a video projector, Kinect
camera, a touch screen as well as a computer running the game software.
They are attached into a custom-made tower that is placed in front of
the climbing wall. The system also includes speakers and a "shaker", a
subwoofer installed to the frame of the climbing wall to provide haptic
feedback to the players. The size of the wall can vary from 2 meters per
side to up to 4 meters per side, with the most common size being 4 meters
wide and 3 meter tall.
With proprietary tracking software, the wall and holds are scanned and
the system calibrated to match the dimensions of the climbing wall. This
is done so that game graphics and interactions can be accurately mapped
for the applications.
The players are flattened into 2D outlines and mainly treated as 2D
objects for gameplay purposes. However, through custom tracking software,
the player’s skeleton and distance from the wall is also taken into account
to validate the interactions and to prevent players from interacting with
game objects while standing far away from the wall.
The system was originally designed for climbing training. In the original
Augmented Climbing paper, Kajastila and Hämäläinen state: "The system
is intended for accelerating motor skill learning or to make monotonous
parts of the training fun..." [Kajastila and Hämäläinen, 2014]. This turned
out to be effective, but what became more important, and popular, was the
climbing games that could be developed with projected graphics and player
tracking. At the time of writing, ValoClimb is in active use in hundreds of
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locations, with a minority in training use.
One of the limitations for designing for the system is the limited visibility
of the player. While the player is on the climbing wall, they see less than
half of the projected graphics at a time. This can be reconstructed by
the reader by bringing their face within 5 cm of the corner of the screen
or page and imagining having text to read on the opposite corner. The
natural reaction is to move farther away from the screen, but in the case
of ValoClimb, this would stop the primary interaction of climbing.
Another big limitation for the design is that climbing is intensely physically exhausting even for advanced climbers. A player supporting themselves off the ground on a climbing wall for multiple minutes is not a
reasonable expectation. This effect is even stronger as for safety reasons,
the climbing wall used for playing overhangs slightly. In the words of
the original creators: "We have further ensured safety by using a slightly
overhanging wall. This way, climbers are less likely to scrape themselves
against the holds when falling." [Kajastila et al., 2016]

2.4.1

ValoClimb applications

Before Shadowlings was developed, the system had 6 applications, which
are briefly described below in release order. Pictures of all 6 games can be
found from Figure 2.1 from top left to bottom right. All of the applications
use projected graphics on the climbing wall as well as the camera tracking
system for player interaction. The applications allow setting difficulty
from children to adult or from beginner to expert. They also support video
capture and playback on the wall surface, as well as leaderboards in all of
the applications except Augmented Problems.

Figure 2.1. From top left to bottom right: Augmented problems, Whack-A-Bat, Sparks,
Climball, Astromania, Flash.

Augmented Problems is a training app that allows the user to create
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and climb bouldering problems. It very closely emulates the experience of
going to an indoor climbing gym. It uses the holds of the climbing wall and
allows highlighting them to create routes with a starting position and an
ending hold.
Whack-A-Bat is an endurance-focused climbing game. The goal is to
whack animated bats that move around on the climbing wall as many
times as possible until one of them escapes. Every time a bat is whacked,
it changes position. While Whack-A-Bat was developed to be "an endless
endurance training application" [Kajastila et al., 2016] for one player, it has
found major success with groups of children that work together running,
jumping and climbing to get far higher scores than would be possible for a
single player.
Sparks is a single-player puzzle game for a climbing wall. In the game,
the player needs to climb across the wall from start to finish without any
part of their body hitting electric lines that are projected on to the climbing
wall. It has a set of pre-made levels for different skill levels and a level
editor for users to create their own levels.
Climball is a competitive two-player climbing game. It was inspired
by Pong [Atari, 1972], air hockey and pinball games. Players have their
own sides of the climbing wall and they can grab holds on their side to
create bumpers that bounce the ball around. The goal is to get the ball
past the other player into the opposite end of the wall. The game also has
a cooperative mode where players need to bounce the ball around to collect
glowing orbs that appear on the wall.
Astromania is a single-player arcade climbing game. The player uses
their hands and feet to destroy asteroids that come from the edges of the
screen towards planet Earth in the middle. If any of the asteroids collide
with Earth, the game immediately ends. The aim of the game is to score
as many points as possible.
Flash is a speed climbing game. The game consists of simple routes
made of nodes with numbers going from one to up to thirty. The player
needs to touch all the nodes in ascending numerical order with any point
of their body as fast as possible. The fastest player leaves a "ghost player"
(a silhouette recording) that is always shown when players start the route.
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At the beginning of the project, a set of guidelines was defined to analyze
existing games and direct the design of future games on the ValoClimb
platform. These guidelines were directly inspired by Movement-Based
Game Guidelines [Mueller and Isbister, 2014]. Like Mueller and Isbister state: "It is of course possible to generate more detailed and refined
guidelines, for example considering particular player target groups, game
types and game genres". The authors also comment that "The personal
experience of both ourselves and our experts steered our thinking towards
games played in living rooms, arts venues and conference exhibits." For
these reasons Movement-Based Game Guidelines couldn’t be used directly
and a new set of guidelines was formulated to better match the ValoClimb
system, the main demographic of the system and the context of activity
parks. These can be found from the following table with more detailed
explanations.
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3.1

Initial guidelines

Guideline

Description

Instantly understandable

Is the goal of the game understandable at a glance?

Requires climbing

Does the game require the player(s) to climb to succeed?
Do the core mechanics encourage players to get into

Risk-free design

dangerous situations? If so, does the game mitigate
that in some way?

Short game time

Fun for beginners

Multiplayer

Watchability

Visual complexity

Reliance on sound/shaker

Excitement

Replayability

Is the game limited to sessions that last up to 4
minutes?
Does a novice climber have a chance to succeed at
the game?
Does the game allow multiple players to play at
once?
Is the game interesting and clear to follow as a
spectator?
Does the game have a manageable amount of information projected at every point in time?
Does the game rely on sound or the wall rumble to
communicate critical information to the player?
Is the premise and primary interaction of the game
exciting?
Does the game have enough content or variance to
support dozens of plays for a single player?
Does the game look professional and polished? How

Polished look

does it compare to commercial games on other platforms?

Player blocking

Played as intended

3.2

Is it possible for vital gameplay elements to disappear behind the player?
Are players commonly playing the game in a way
that was not intended?

Evaluating existing games on ValoClimb

All the previous games were assessed based on these guidelines to get a
better understanding on what had and hadn’t worked with the previous
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games. These assessments are presented in the Appendices in Section
7.0.1.
After years of use, the design challenges of the ValoClimb system have
become clear and the user demographic of the system has changed considerably. What was originally a training system for climbers is now
increasingly being used as an entertaining exercise system for children in
activity and trampoline parks.

3.3

Design goals for Shadowlings

To match this new context for play, Shadowlings was designed for a younger
audience and intended for short sessions. Instead of designing for training
use, a game-first approach was taken, while making sure that the core
interaction is physical and causes exertion.
After doing the assessment, it seemed that there was a clear gap in the
games available on the ValoClimb system. This led to list of design goals
that became the foundation of the Shadowlings project:

• Designed for cooperative multiplayer

• Does not demand climbing expertise to play, but encourages climbing

• Easily approachable and understandable

• Short play time

These four goals seemed to best match the demands of a game played
by groups of children in an activity park. Cooperative multiplayer to
support groups. No requirement of climbing expertise for an audience of
children that are not likely to have extensive climbing experience. Easily
approachable and understandable to compete with all the other attractions
in activity parks. And finally, a short play time to allow as many players
as possible to try the game with clear moments for changing between play
groups.
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Figure 3.1. Shadowlings before the game begins

3.4

Introducing Shadowlings

Shadowlings is a co-operative multiplayer game. It is centered around
a novel interaction of using the player’s real-life shadows to move game
characters around. The goal is to transport the creatures from their
starting places to a goal at a fixed location on the climbing wall. The levels
have different types of obstacles to work around. The game supports a
variety of ways for the player to use their shadow to move the creatures
around, for example, nudging, escorting and sweeping. The speed and
direction of the player’s movement is approximated and used to impart a
corresponding force on the creature. This allows the player to "fling" the
creatures in addition to dragging and pushing them.
The game begins with the player choosing a level out of the 31 available.
The level has one to ten creatures pre-placed in specific positions in a
dormant state, like seen in Figure 3.2. The game starts when a player
touches any of the creatures. That creature then wakes up, starts being
affected by gravity and can be moved around by the player. Each individual
creature needs to be woken up separately either by a direct interaction
from the player or from another creature bumping into it.
The game can end in three different ways. It ends in a victory screen
when all of the pre-placed creatures have entered the portal at the end
of the level. If the timer runs out before all creatures have entered the
portal, a screen informs the player(s) that time has ran out. If all players
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Figure 3.2. Four example levels with dormant creatures.

leave the play area at any point after starting the game, the game counts
down for five seconds until showing a screen that shows that players have
left the wall. In every case, the level is then reset, with the creatures in a
dormant state, ready to be played again.
The game was built around a novel interaction on a climbing wall and is
inspired by Lemmings [DMA Design, 1991]. After an extensive interaction
prototyping period, moving objects with player outlines stood out as the
most interesting. Transporting objects across a level was a natural fit for
the interaction, which yielded a Lemmings-like prototype with cute black
and white creatures, seen in Figure 3.3. It instantly resonated with the
development team.
After initial prototypes were finished, a game called Leedmees [Konami,
2011] was discovered. It has a remarkably similar idea; transport creatures
from start to finish using camera-tracked body movements. Leedmees is
played in a living room setting and focuses on players creating bridges for
creatures which walk around independently. Shadowlings’ shadow-based
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control system, more complex physics interactions and the possibility of
moving around on the climbing wall clearly differentiate it from Leedmees.
Thus the discovery of the game did not affect the design of Shadowlings.
The art style, interaction and audio design are designed to create a
friendly, playful atmosphere which encourages experimentation and cooperation with friends. Players are invited to freely find their own way
towards completing the levels. The creatures are soft and playful and don’t
react negatively to any interactions. They can, however, be tickled.

3.5

Development

Figure 3.3. Screenshot from a video of one of the first playable prototypes.

3.5.1

Design challenges and their solutions

To demonstrate how the guidelines affected the design process, issues that
conflicted with the guidelines were catalogued and resolved. The following
table shows design challenges rising from these issues, as well as the tested
and shipped solutions.
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Challenge

Solution
A high drag was added to the creature move-

Flinging and quick hits stop
players from climbing

ment. This allows quick hits to have a substantial response in creature movement speed
without players being able to fling creatures
across the whole play area.

Creatures move to unexpected

Multiple iterations of interaction physics. Big-

directions when hit

ger creature size.

Many levels have a simple path
from the beginning to the goal

Checkpoints

that underused the wall
Checkpoints make the levels
cluttered and confusing
Escorting creatures over and
over through the same level
does not feel satisfying

Instead of checkpoints, creatures are preplaced instead of spawning them all from the
same point.
Don’t respawn creatures, the goal is to escort
all creatures from start to end.
Introduce "splatting". If the creatures get

Creatures can get stuck inside the player outline when
squeezed against an edge, platform or another shadow

stuck inside the player, they splat. Initially
this meant that the creature disappeared and
respawned in the beginning. Ultimately the
creatures splat into the background and become non-interactive until the player moves
away.

Creatures are too unpredictable
and hard to control
Young players have difficulty
moving creatures vertically on
the wall
Players need to wait a long time
for creatures to come down if
they accidentally bump them
up
Some levels cause risky behaviour in players

Remove creature movement AI, only let them
be moved by players. Increase the creature
size even more. Reduce gravity significantly.
Lowering creature gravity to near zero g. Increasing creature size.

Creatures float for a few seconds after being
moved by a player, but their gravity increases
rapidly after not being touched in a while.
Design levels to encourage movement from
the sides to the middle and from bottom to top.
Remove levels that have zig-zagging paths.
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3.5.2

Important design changes

The development of the game progressed through an iterative design
process. After the first prototype was finished, the game was constantly
tested to refine, remove and add mechanics to make sure the game lived
up to the expectations and goals of the project.
Initially the creatures all spawned from the same starting point. They
would also respawn any time they would reach the goal. This was done
to have a fixed play time for every play session. Then the goal for the
player was getting the best score possible by transporting the creatures
to the goal as many times as possible. To make partial completion of the
level relevant, a checkpoint system was added to get players to optionally
transport creatures to more difficult positions in the level. This turned
out to not be satisfying as getting the creatures to the goal multiple times
didn’t feel meaningful. Therefore this feature was removed and as a result,
the game no longer had a fixed minimum length.
Stopping the respawning system allowed also freely placing the creatures
in the level. This was inspired by the earlier checkpoint system. This made
level design a lot more interesting and made sure that all the critical game
components were visible from choosing a level to completing it.
Originally the creatures had realistic gravity. They dropped towards
the bottom of the wall as quickly as would seem natural. This was in
the prototype for a long time, until a test session with a very young child
was organized. It was immediately clear that younger kids couldn’t move
the creatures upwards with our stronger gravity. This was mostly due to
length of arms and size of their shadow silhouette. The more surface area
the player has, the easier it is to move a creature up while climbing. Some
tests with zero gravity seemed promising and at the end a system with
a slowly increasing gravity was implemented. After a player touches a
creature, it has a very low gravity that slowly increases over the next few
seconds. This was due to players getting the floating creatures stuck on
the top and in corners. Now the creatures always come down relatively
quickly.
While this was happening, the creatures also got physically bigger and
bigger. This helped both with players being able to track them in the game
as well as making the interaction work and feel better.
One big difference from the early prototypes is also the loss of AI. In
the earliest versions the creatures moved on their own and even jumped
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occasionally. This was a holdover from the Lemmings-inspiration. While
the development went on, more and more of the AI was erased and finally
while doing some late-stage physics testing, the remaining AI was removed
and never re-implemented. Now the creatures only move through the
players actions or elements in the level.

3.5.3

Deviating from previous designs on ValoClimb

Shadowlings deviated in a few ways from the earlier games designed on
the system. Instead of trying to prevent playing without climbing, it was
designed into the experience. While the game urges the player to climb
and use the wall to their advantage, it doesn’t punish them in any way for
not doing this. This led to us also increasing the interaction distance for
the game. While all of the earlier games only consider player interactions
very close (up to 30 cm) to the wall valid, Shadowlings allows playing from
1.5 meters away. To make the interaction distance clear to the player, a
red outline is shown if players try to use their shadows from more than 1.5
meters away.
Shadowlings is also the only game to employ a strict limit on the duration of the game. The earlier games relied on limiting play time through
difficulty and exhaustion. These limitations can be circumvented by playing with multiple players and walking in front of the wall. Shadowlings
expected this style of play and thus, a strict time limit was employed to
guarantee a fixed play time.
Shadowlings was designed to support drop-in, drop-out multiplayer without a strict player limit. While this feature technically exists in all of
the previous games, it isn’t acknowledged or necessarily supported. In
Shadowlings, every shadow on the wall is part of play and a green visual
effect is shown any time a new player joins the game.
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4.1

Presenting gathered data

The data was collected between 05:00 GMT January 21st and 05:00 GMT
January 28th 2020. It includes all the play time between those times. In
this period, the game was played in 187 different locations around the
world. The data set includes 436 hours and 33 seconds of play time. For the
statistics, overall averages as well as averages in successful attempts were
considered. Successful attempts are attempts where all of the creatures
were successfully escorted to the goal. Successful attempts are a good
comparison to the overall average as the overall average has a lot of
attempts that were accidentally started or otherwise abandoned shortly
after starting. Successful attempts give a better picture of the game when
it has been played as intended.
The most important statistic is that Shadowlings instantly became the
second most popular application on the ValoClimb system out of the 7
available. For context, half of the play time was taken by a single game
before the launch of Shadowlings. In Early January 2020, that game fell
to one third of the play time, while Shadowlings claimed a 25% share of
the global play time.
The number of players on the wall was approximated based the amount
of tracked player outlines during the game. Due to players momentarily
leaving the wall or players moving close enough to each other to be treated
as one outline, the number is lower than the actual amount of players.
In sessions where all the creatures were escorted to the goal the player
amount was 1.56 players. The overall average was 1.36 players. The latter
figure is severely affected by the game having a 5 second countdown until
ending the game when a player leaves the play area. That 5 second period
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is counted as 5 seconds of zero players in the data.
The height of the players as well as the the maximum height they reached
while climbing on the wall was measured. Both of these values are highly
prone to errors due to camera placement and position, as well as climbing
wall installation. However, the values are constant over both measurements. The average height of players was approximated to be 107.9 cm
overall and 119 cm in successful attempts. The overall average maximum
climbing height was 195.1 cm and 209.4 cm in successful attempts. With
the measurements not being directly comparable from installation to installation, the most meaningful data is the ratio between player height
and maximum climbing height. That ratio comes to 1.76 times the player
height in successful attempts and 1.81 times the player height in all attempts. Based on these numbers we can assume that on average at least
one player has climbed approximately 90 cm higher than their standing
height.
To look at whether the game encourages climbing or not, we can look at
the maximum climbed height average on a level by level basis in successful
attempts. This means over all the successful attempts, what was the
average maximum height that any point of any player reached during
the whole attempt. In easy levels, the average maximum climbing height
varied from 171 cm to 252 cm. In medium levels, the average maximum
climbing height varied from 205 cm to 283 cm. In hard levels, the average
maximum climbing height varied from 262 cm to 290 cm. These numbers
show that our assessment of climbing height was quite accurate as we
used that as a way to determine the difficulty of the level. This also shows
that we were successful at designing levels that require climbing to be
completed.
The average successful attempt was 65.66 ±43.8 seconds long and the average overall attempt was 74 ±55.1 seconds long. These statistics indicate
that the game is played in quite short sessions. The maximum game time
on every level is set to a fixed value between 120 and 240 seconds.
The average play session length is a bit lower than intended and the
variance in it is larger than intended. The most striking fact is that over
20% of attempts are shorter than 30 seconds. These differences in session
length are partly due to moving away from the initial design where the
creatures would reappear when reaching the portal until the timer ran
out. Another aspect of the game that can shorten session length is players
competing for the level leaderboards. The leaderboards encourage players
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to replay levels and attempt to finish the level as quickly as possible, which
can drive down the average session length.
Out of the total play time of 436 hours and 33 seconds, 63.18% was spent
playing easy levels, 23.71% medium levels and 13.11% hard levels.

4.2

Evaluating Shadowlings based on the design guidelines

In this chapter Shadowlings is evaluated based on the design guidelines
presented in Section 3.1. While the other games were evaluated in 3.2,
this chapter will go into a bit more detail on each of the guidelines. The
evaluation here is done through the subjective lens of a game designer.
Instantly understandable: The game presents all the vital gameplay
elements when any particular level is chosen. The player can see the level
and plan their course of action before starting the interaction. The art style
is simple and rendered in black and white. The only colourful element is
the portal, the goal of the level. Due to these factors the creatures and
their goal clearly pop out for the player as the most important elements.
In addition, the phrases "Move the creatures with your shadow" and "Take
them to the portal" are shown until one of the creatures is moved by the
player. These features together seem to make the goal of the game clear to
most players.
The shadow interaction is not so easy to grasp. For example, many
players try to grab the creatures by making a fist or expect very subtle
changes in their hits to translate into the movement direction of the
creatures. This might be due to players playing in 3D, but their movements
being translated in 2D. Another explanation is that the tutorialization of
the game is limited to "move the creatures with your shadow". Clearly more
effort should be put into communicating the type of movement expected
from the players.
In terms of being instantly understandable, introducing the gameplay
elements and goals of Shadowlings seem to have been successful, but the
game falls short in introducing its primary shadow interaction.
Requires climbing: Aside from the introductory levels, the game always includes elements that require the player climb higher on the wall.
These might be creatures that need to be waken up, high obstacles or the
placement of the goal. The possibility of moving the creatures without
climbing has been limited by introducing considerable drag to the movement of the creatures. Based on the data, it seems like the design has
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worked in encouraging players to climb. However, it is unclear how much
climbing is required. It is possible that some of the climbing has been substituted with jumping or that only one player out of a group has climbed
during the attempt.
Risk-free design: Climbing is inherently risky and with the freedom of
movement in Shadowlings, players might exhibit dangerous behaviours
in extreme cases. These include players passing each other, quick uncontrolled movements and dropping down from the wall. However, the
game has been designed to be as safe as possible. None of the level ideas
that encouraged risky behaviour were developed into released levels. In
addition, the slower speed of the game and emphasis on precision over
speed makes these behaviours less likely.
Short game time: Shadowlings has an upper limit of 2-4 minutes per
level, depending on the difficulty. This makes sure that even in the worst
case scenario, changing between players is relatively fast. However where
the game doesn’t succeed as well is that the minimum time can be very
short, just a few seconds in the simplest levels. If a rule is enforced where
players change after finishing a level, the play time can vary quite a lot
between players. In the future this design target should make sure that
both the minimum and maximum game time are a good experience for
the player. What Shadowlings does well is that the game cannot be failed
in any way except walking away or the timer running out. There are no
sudden failure conditions in the game.
Fun for beginner climbers: Unlike in some other games on the platform, the main interaction (moving creatures) is possible for everyone
regardless of climbing skill. It is also a fun activity without following the
explicit goal of the game. We have observed many players playing with the
creatures without any intention of finishing the level. The movement of
the creatures is slowed down through the floaty gravity explained in the
previous chapter. Levels and their difficulties are primarily designed with
climbing ability in mind. The game has been successful in fulfilling this
guideline.
Multiplayer: From the data it is clear that the game is often played with
multiple players. The game allows interesting communication, interplay
and strategies between players. It also supports players dropping in and
out of the game at any point. The multiplayer is not encouraged or very
effective for more than 3 players, but that seems like an inherent limitation
of the size of the climbing wall setup. Within the confines of the platform,
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Shadowlings has succeeded in regards to multiplayer.
Watchability: The game is easy to follow and visually simple. Spectators have a better overall view of the game world and naturally can help
the active players finish the level with guidance. It is also possible to turn
from a spectator to a player by simply walking up to the wall.
Visual complexity: All the way to the released version, the game remained visually simple and limited to minimal colour palette. The creatures are large and clearly distinguished from other game elements. In
levels with multiple creatures, it is possible to accidentally leave a creature
behind. However, this issue seems hard to avoid with the limited field of
view of players on the climbing wall. Shadowlings fared well with visual
complexity.
Reliance on sound/shaker: While audio serves multiple purposes in
the game, none of them are communicated through sound alone. The
audio is used to create a stronger sense of immersion and highlight the
player’s progress through the level. Player’s impacts on creatures have
dynamic sound effects to communicate the distance the creature will travel.
Creatures entering the portal have a distinct, joyful sound effect. The
music of the game becomes more intense as more creatures enter the
portal and as the game timer gets closer to the end.
Excitement: This is a very subjective metric and there are no hard data
to evaluate it. However, many young players have been observed jumping
up and down while playing the game, seemingly excited.
Replayability: The game launched with 31 levels. They are spread over
3 difficulties and every individual level has a daily and weekly leaderboard.
While the content of the game can be exhausted, it is unlikely that the
average player will. It can be argued that players might run out of levels
that they find interesting, considering personal factors like height, climbing
skill or group size. From the play time data, it’s clear that adding easy
levels would be warranted. Even with these caveats, it can be argued that
Shadowlings has good replayability compared to the other games on the
platform.
Polished look: With outsourced art assets and a lot of focus on the
visual style and feel of the game, Shadowlings stands out as the most
polished game on the ValoClimb platform.
Player blocking: Shadowlings suffers less from the issue as the outline
of the player is exactly the same as the shadow they cast on the wall. No
graphics are projected on top of the player and no interaction can happen
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within the player’s outline. The interaction distance in the game is 1.5
meters from the wall, which reduces the chance of players unsuccessfully
trying to play from too far away. Shadowlings additionally doesn’t require
using specific body parts, like hands or feet, that can be hidden from
camera view by the player’s body.
Shadowlings has a mechanic called "splatting" that makes any creature
non-interactive if it is pushed within the player’s shadow. Audio and
animation is used to signify that the player should move away from the
"splatted" creature. When this happens, additional audio and animation is
used to show the creature returning to play.
Shadowlings has considered the player blocking issue from multiple
angles and has solved it more effectively than other applications on the
platform.
Played as intended: Some players seem to expect the game to have an
understanding of gestures and complicated three dimensional movement.
As was previously mentioned, some players try to move the creatures
by making a fist, hoping the action will physically grab them. Another
commonly observed issue is players moving quickly to the other side of
creatures without understanding that their shadow will push the creatures
forwards to the direction of the movement. More effort is required to
educate players on the supported and unsupported ways of interacting
with the creatures.
The guidelines were helpful during the design of Shadowlings and it
seems that the game averted many possible issues that earlier games have
run into. Multiple design decisions were made to match the criteria of the
guidelines and the game has fared well when evaluated based on these
guidelines.

4.3

Evaluating Shadowlings based on the design goals

In section 3.3 the goals for the design of Shadowlings were introduced. In
this section, the success of these goals is evaluated based on the gathered
data.
Designed for cooperative multiplayer. Based on the estimated amount
of players in successful sessions (1.56), it is clear that a significant part of
the time, Shadowlings is played by more than one player. This shows that
the goal of encouraging multiplayer has succeeded. The game doesn’t have
any competitive aspects, so all the multiplayer is by necessity cooperative.
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Does not demand climbing expertise to play, but encourages
climbing. Based on the data, the easiest levels can be completed with
minimal climbing, the easiest level only averaging 171 cm for the highest
point any player reached during the attempt. However, the ratio of player
height to highest point during the average attempt is 1.76. This approximation suggests that players do at least some climbing during every attempt.
Furthermore, the data shows that harder levels require players to scale
most of the way up the wall. This shows that the aims of the climbing goal
have been met.
Easily approachable and understandable. The data for this goal is
limited and would require extensive qualitative data gathering, which is
outside the scope of this thesis. The one piece of data that suggest that
this goal has been reached is the popularity of the game. Since release it
has been steadily the second most played application out of the seven on
the platform.
There is a clear room for improvement in making the game easily understandable to first time players. Like was mentioned in the last section, some subsection of players expect the shadow interaction to work in
ways that are not supported. With no data to show how common these
behaviours are, the success of the game in regards to this design goal
remains inconclusive.
Short play time. The average attempt is 74 ±55.1 seconds long and all
of the levels have a maximum game time of 2-4 minutes. While a lower
variance in the game time would likely make a better experience, the data
clearly shows that the limited aim of this goal has been reached.
While evaluation of each goal would benefit from more quantitative and
qualitative analysis, it can be argued that Shadowlings has been at least
moderately successful in three out of four design goals. The success of the
remaining goal is inconclusive and plans have been made to improve on it.
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5.1

Revised guidelines for (Climbing) Motion Games

Based on the learnings of the Shadowlings project, the guidelines have
been revised. They are made specifically in the context of real-sports games
and for younger audiences, but they can be helpful for any type of motion
game development. The revised list of guidelines is presented below:

• Make one physical interaction the core of the game

• Design for group play

• Let players adjust difficulty

• Minimize risk

• Aim for a short game time (with low variance)

• Easy to pick up

A more detailed explanation of each of the guidelines follows:
Make one physical interaction the core of the game. Most important of all the guidelines is making sure that the motion game is actually
physical. Design an interaction that requires using the full potential of the
platform and make sure that it is the only way to interact with the game.
Keeping one interaction in focus also keeps the player’s cognitive load to
a minimum and lets the player focus on the other rules and systems of
the game. After one primary physical interaction has been chosen, most of
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the effort can be focused on designing the most engaging game focusing on
that interaction.
DO: Pick one clear, simple interaction that fuels your game. Make sure
that it is required to succeed. Allow players to freely express themselves
within the interaction.
DON’T: Map many complicated motions that each have a different effect
or mechanic. Don’t change the interaction within the session. Don’t leave
unintended ways to succeed in the game.
Design for group play. Players seem to have an overwhelming desire
to work together. Whether or not the game being developed is single
player or not, design the experience so that it is also interesting for other
members of a group. Make the action easy to follow so that spectators can
shout guidance or encouragement. Provide opportunities for competition
and cooperation between group members or whole groups. Create clear
moments for changing the active player or group.
DO: Think about spectators, what do they do if they can’t play. Consider
how many players can work together in the game.
DON’T: Assume that players will play one at a time or wait patiently for
their turn.
Let players adjust difficulty The experience should work well for
users of any skill level and they should easily be able to adjust their
experience. This can be done through player-selected options or dynamic
difficulty adjustment. Adjustability also doubles as a progression system.
When the game allows experiences of varying difficulty, the player is
provided with a clear path to improve.
DO: Make it easy for players to pick different levels of difficulty or
automatically adjust the experience so that it works for anyone.
DON’T: Assume expertise and high intrinsic motivation from players.
Don’t design for experts or your own skill level.
Minimize Risk When creating motion games, it is the designer’s duty
to make sure that the game doesn’t encourage taking physical risks. Especially for younger players, it is likely they will focus more on the game
than their surroundings. Make sure that none of the systems in the game,
for example, encourage players to climb on top of each other, drop down
from great heights, make rapid uncontrolled movements or land in awkward poses. When working with sports that are inherently dangerous,
like climbing walls and trampolines, most of the effort should be put into
minimizing risk, not trying to use it for excitement.
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DO: Consider all the things that the game might encourage the player to
do. Remove or change features that cause risky behaviour.
DON’T: Assume that players will control themselves and not do anything
dangerous or foolish.
Aim for a short game time (with low variance).) The initial guidelines were only concerned with limiting the maximum play time, but
another equally important part is making sure that the shortest possible
play session feels like a complete experience and is not over too quickly.
Consider a setting where the active player changes after every session. To
have everyone in the group to have a satisfying experience it is important
to make sure that the game doesn’t allow a big variance between session
lengths. If one player gets to play 15 seconds and the other 5 minutes, it
feels unfair.
DO: Try to get every player to have a consistent experience, at least in
terms of length.
DON’T: Punish players with a shorter play time for good or bad play.
Easy to pick up. In the optimal case, the game should be understandable at a glance. At any moment, the player should have a clear idea what
to do next and how to do it.
DO: Have a very limited set of interactable and understandable objects.
Make the basic goal explainable in one sentence or less. Consider slowing
down all moving elements of the game.
DON’T: Design a complicated set of interlocking systems that require
mastery and mental effort to maximize the use of. Or any rarely needed
or used systems. If it is hidden in the interaction, great. If it comes from
extrinsic rules, don’t.
At the center of the revised guidelines is simplicity, both in the interaction
and the presentation. When engaging with a high-exertion motion game,
players are already highly engaged in their movement, so the rest of
the design should only direct and highlight that movement. Creating
complicated, mentally taxing systems around the game mechanics will
likely create confusion and frustration rather than further engagement.
By creating clear goals, slowing down the action and keeping relevant
information on the screen from the beginning, players can focus on the
physical challenge of the game.
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5.2

Unresolved design issues

In Section 3.5.1, design challenges and their solutions were presented. In
this section, remaining unresolved design issues are presented with their
proposed solutions.

Issue
Players don’t understand the
shadow physics.

Proposed solution
An easily accessible how-to-play video with
localized instructions and examples of shadow
interactions.

Fast hits and swipes can cause

More iteration of the physics system. Instruc-

creatures to fly to unexpected

tional video to emphasize more deliberate

directions

play.

Players can end up with down
time due to waiting for creatures floating down.

Refine the values on the creature’s gravity
acceleration.

Players can end up with down

No clear proposed solution. With multiple

time due to creatures running

players waiting seems inevitable when only

out

one creature remains to be escorted.

Game length has a large variance.

No clear proposed solution.

Any solution

would require considerable changes to the way
the game is played.
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6. Conclusion

This thesis presents Shadowlings, a multiplayer cooperative climbing game
for novice climbers. The goal of the project was to create a game that is
cooperative by nature and doesn’t strictly require climbing, but encourages
it. The game should also be easily approachable and have a short play
time. Data gathered globally over a week of play time indicates that these
goals were reached. Shadowlings is currently the second most popular
game on the platform. More than half of the time, the game is played with
more than 1 player. The easiest levels of the game can be finished without
climbing expertise, while the harder levels demand scaling the wall to be
successful. The game times are short, on average 74 ±55.1 seconds, with a
maximum time limit of four minutes.
While Shadowlings fulfills the goal of a short game time, during the
project it became clear that limiting the play time is not enough. The
minimum game time should also be designed for and while an attempt was
made to correct this, the final design of the game fell short in this regard.
Another issue where the game has clear need for improvement is tutorialization. While a lot of effort was put into the interaction feeling intuitive
and making the goal of the game clear, players still have challenges controlling the game. What hasn’t been explained adequately is how the players
should use their shadows. Many players try to grab the creatures or move
through them. Additional tutorialization is already in development and
will be introduced to the game in the future.
This thesis also presents a set of guidelines to use when developing sportsbased motion games for an activity park context. An initial set of guidelines
was drafted by evaluating the existing games on the ValoClimb platform,
using Movement-Based Game Guidelines [Mueller and Isbister, 2014] as
inspiration. The resulting guidelines were used during the development
of Shadowlings. Finally, after Shadowlings was finished, the guidelines
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were re-evaluated and revised into a final set of six guidelines. The author
suggests focusing on the following features when developing sports-based
motion games for activity parks: being easy to pick up, having one physical
interaction at the core of the game, being adjustable to all skill levels,
minimizing risks, having a limited play time with low variance and being
designed for group play.

6.1

Future considerations

For assessing the success of climbing games, the type of data gathered can
be improved. The most vital statistic that we were lacking is the average
climbing height of the players during the session. The statistic could be
used to compare different games on how much climbing they encourage.
Additional qualitative and observational data gathering would be required to better understand the needs of different player demographics, as
well as better evaluate the reasons for the success of certain games over
others.
Additional data that was gathered during the project could be used to
verify that the behaviour of players matches the hypotheses considered in
this thesis. For example, to verify that shorter play sessions were more
common when a level was replayed.
A user-facing level editor has been considered for Shadowlings, based
on the popularity of the feature in other games. The feature would be
feasible to develop, but safety is a major factor working against it. All the
levels designed for Shadowlings have been made to be as safe as possible,
without additional safety features. With the freedom to create any type of
levels, a level editor could make the game less safe to play, unless some
type of automatic safety feature was simultaneously implemented.
The revised set of guidelines will be used and refined further in future
projects.
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7. Appendices

The list of references is formatted as APA citations.

7.0.1

ValoClimb evaluation

The following pages include a brief evaluation of all the existing ValoClimb
games based on the guidelines introduced in 3.1
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Not enforced, but gener- Yes, getting through one
ally people play one at a route takes up to a few
time.
minutes

Yes, most levels have the
goal at the top of the
wall.

Can overwhelm beginners with difficulty and
complexity.
Yes, players can play at
their own pace and even
make their own levels.

Yes, the game ends in a
win, loss or exhaustion
within a few minutes.
Yes.

Possibly too short due
to the difficulty of the
game.

Yes, safeguards against
multiple players.
Yes, players are limited
to their half of the wall.
Yes. Intended for one
player.
Multiplayer
doesn’t encourage risky
situations.

In most levels. BeginYes, get through the
Yes, players try to
ners also tend to run Yes, when played as inwaypoints as fast as posget through levels as
when horizontal move- tended.
sible.
quickly as possible.
ment is required.

Flash

Usually not. The current mechanics require
high strength and precision.

Yes, enough easy levels
and a clear progression.

With a single player, yes. Yes, the game is very apIn groups, the game can proachable and allows
last up to an hour.
simple, fun interactions.

Fun for beginner
climbers
If the player finds
approppriate levels for
their skill level, which
is unlikely

As intended, yes. With
large,
unsupervised
groups, less so.

Definitely. The name
explains everything the
player needs to know

Short game time

Risk-free design

Requires climbing

When an appropriate
height option is selected.
Many players choose a
lower setting.
Some issues with under- Yes, the game can’t be
standing the goal of the played without climbgame.
ing.
Players understand the
Yes, as intended. Playgoal, but not the holders tend to play with
based bouncing mechanlower height settings.
ics.

Instantly
understandable
For
climbers
yes.
Novices tend to understand the goal, but not
the rules.

Some difficulties, both
Astromania with the goal and inter- Yes, in most cases.
action.

Climball

Sparks

Whack-ABat

Problems

Name of
the game
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Multiplayer

Watchability

Visual complexity

Reliance
on
sound/shaker
Low, the level is com- No reliance. Ambience
For boulderers, good.
pletely visible at start and hints for progress
Problems
No.
For novices not that exand does not change and touching correct
citing
when climbing.
holds.
Medium, a single bat
can be followed, but
Whack-AYes, though somewhat Good, looks like a lot of
Low. Additional sound
with multiple bats, playBat
unintended.
fun.
effects and feedback.
ers are likely to miss
one.
Mostly great. Players Low. Additional sound
Sparks
No. Just leaderboards.
Good
struggle most with body effects and some feedawareness.
back.
Very complex. Following the ball, finding Low reliance. Feedback
Yes, the game is multiClimball
Great
new holds and moving and information about
player only.
around the wall is over- game state.
whelming.
Too complex. Very easy Medium. Uses sound
Not intended. Can work
to miss crucial informa- cues to convey informaAstromania
Average
with two players.
tion and individual as- tion of asteroid locateroids.
tions.
Good.
Level is com- Low reliance.
Audio
Not supported, but can
pletely visible before feedback for hitting wayFlash
happen due to player Good
beginning. Next way- points is important for
tracking mechanics.
point is highlighted the most competitive
quite clearly.
players.

Name of
the game

High, very dynamic.

Medium.

High.

High, avoiding electricity is thrilling.

High, lot of action and
movement. Both in the
game and for the players.

Low, very static

Excitement
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Flash

Astromania

Climball

Sparks

Whack-A-Bat

Problems

Name of the
game
Polished look
Slight issues, the player
blocks the view to a hold.

Player blocking

Unintended play patterns
Yes, players just climbing
around the wall without regard to the goal or the holds.

Major issues. Players often
Yes, large groups playing the
stand in front of bats, makgame on a low height setting.
ing them unwhackable.
Minor issues. Players try to
High, a large set of pre-made Quite simple and functional, No issues. The game meunsuccessfully run and jump
levels and a level editor.
but not eye-catching.
chanics prevent it.
to beat levels.
Major issues. Players often Minor issues. Player play on
Medium.
Simplistic, but stylish.
lose a point by blocking the the ground with lower height
ball from view.
settings.
Medium. Somehow doesn’t
Minor issues. Playing from
Looks more stylish than ear- Minor issues. Players can
feel as varied as Whack-Athe ground. Players ignoring
lier games,
block asteroids from view.
Bat
bombs in the corners.
High, set of public levels and Elegant, stylish and func- Medium issues, players can Major issues. Players try to
a level creator. Encourages tional. Ghosts are visually block an entire waypoint play with multiple players,
improving your own times.
appealing.
with their body.
which works very unreliably.

High, level creator. Though
novices have difficulty mak- Possibly too simple.
ing good levels.
High, weekly and daily
Yes, inviting, friendly and
leaderboards. The game uneye-catching
folds differently each time.

Replayability
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